The Cloudamize Platform supports the entire cloud journey - from initial cloud assessment and migration through ongoing optimization and management, whether you're operating in a single or multi-cloud environment.

Deliver Predictable Outcomes

Plan
- Move applications with visibility into both apps and infrastructure.
- Accurate dependency management planning drives accelerated timescales and lower migration costs.

Accelerate Cloud Adoption

Build
- Simplify the creation of cloud-native applications and infrastructure.
- Enable quicker time to implementation via your managed library of turnkey, one-click deployable solutions.

Achieve Ongoing Cost Clarity & Control

Manage
- Optimize application costs for up to 90% reduction in cloud spend.
- Right-size over-provisioned infrastructure and underutilized resources, providing financial governance and clarity.

A unified platform that provides peace of mind, governance, automation, efficiency and control of multi-cloud environments.
The Cloudamize Platform delivers holistic value across the entire cloud journey.

Accelerate Cloud Adoption & Migration

**Get to the cloud faster.**

Powerful automation improves the ease, speed, and accuracy of moving to the cloud, so you can accelerate cloud adoption and migration.

Achieve Cost Clarity & Control

**Control spend and achieve cost-performance optimization.**

Gain insight into applications’ cloud spend and automate control over cloud costs to ensure you always have the optimized cloud.

Make Data-Driven Decisions with Ease and Confidence

**Know you’re making the best decisions for your business.**

In-depth, high-precision analytics simplify the cloud and bring you peace of mind that you’re making the best, most accurate decisions throughout the entire cloud journey.

High Precision

- Performance, compute, storage, and budget insights from over 150 metrics, 25 million cloud configurations, and 1 billion data points.

Automated

- Automated cost management reporting and application-level optimization via the Cloudamize Platform.

App-Centric

- App-centric optimization to meet predefined performance and budget goals.

Multi-Cloud Support

- World-class platform providing support and training for all premier cloud service providers and customer requirements.

Learn more or request a demo

Cloudamize.com/request-a-demo/